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Abstract We investigate online scheduling with commit-
ment for parallel identical machines. Our objective is to max-
imize the total processing time of accepted jobs. As soon as
a job has been submitted, the commitment constraint forces
us to decide immediately whether we accept or reject the
job. Upon acceptance of a job, we must complete it before
its deadline d that satisfies d ≥ (1+ ε) · p+ r, with p and
r being the processing time and the submission time of the
job, respectively while ε > 0 is the slack of the system. Since
the hard case typically arises for near-tight deadlines, that is
ε → 0, we consider ε ≤ 1. We use competitive analysis to
evaluate our algorithms. While there are simple online al-
gorithms with optimal competitive ratios for the single ma-
chine model, little is known for parallel identical machines.
Our first main contribution is a deterministic preemptive
online algorithm with an almost tight competitive ratio on
any number of machines. For a single machine, the com-
petitive factor matches the optimal bound 1+εε of the greedy
acceptance policy. Then the competitive ratio improves with
an increasing number of machines and approaches (1+ ε) ·
ln 1+εε as the number of machines converges to infinity. This
is an exponential improvement over the greedy acceptance
policy for small ε .
In the non-preemptive case, we present a determinis-
tic algorithm on m machines with a competitive ratio of
1+m · ( 1+εε ) 1m . This matches the optimal bound of 2+ 1ε
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lished at the European Symposium of Algorithms ESA 2016 [26]
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of the greedy acceptance policy for a single machine while
it again guarantees an exponential improvement over the
greedy acceptance policy for small ε and large m. In ad-
dition, we determine an almost tight lower bound that ap-
proachesm · ( 1ε ) 1m for large m and small ε .
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1 Introduction
We consider an online resource allocation and scheduling
problem modeled as follows. Given a set of m identical ma-
chines, we process a sequence of jobs in an online fashion.
Each job has a release date r j , a deadline d j, and a process-
ing time p j. Our objective is to maximize the total utilization
of the system, that is the sum of the processing times of all
completed jobs, subject to a commitment guarantee. Due to
this guaranteewe must decide immediately upon submission
of a job, whether to accept or reject it. In case of acceptance,
we must complete it before its deadline and cannot accept
any other job that would prevent us from doing so.
This problem has received a significant amount of atten-
tion and tight algorithms with competitive ratios depending
on ∆ = log
max p j
min p j
are known for a single machine without
further assumptions on the input [22,11]. To obtain more
meaningful results, a number of papers use a slack parame-
ter ε > 0 and require d j ≥ (1+ ε) · p j+ r j for all jobs. Typ-
ically, the hard case arises for small slack (ε → 0).
We consider the preemptive and the non-preemptive ver-
sions of the problem for small slack values ε ≤ 1. In case of
preemption, we allow migration and assume no penalty for
preemption and migration.
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We use the common approach of competitive analysis to
measure the performance of online algorithms, that is, we
determine the competitive ratio. Since we are facing a max-
imization problem, the strict competitive ratio is the max-
imum value of
OPT(J )
ALG(J ) over all input sequences J , with
OPT(J ) and ALG(J ) being the objective values of an op-
timal offline algorithm and the examined online algorithm,
respectively.
1.1 Our Contribution
We show upper and lower bounds on the competitive ratio
of utilization maximizationwith commitment in dependence
of the slackness parameter ε . Specifically:
– For m machines supporting preemption and migration,
we give a deterministic algorithm with a strict competi-
tive ratio of
m · (1+ ε) ·
((
1+ ε
ε
) 1
m
− 1
)
.
This bound decreases with increasing m, approaching
(1+ ε) · ln( 1+εε ) as m tends to infinity and matching the
competitive ratio 1+εε of the optimal greedy algorithm
for m= 1.
– We provide an almost matching lower bound of
⌊m · (1+ ε)⌋ ·
((
1+ ε
ε
) 1
m
− 1
)
.
– For m machines without preemption, we give a deter-
ministic algorithm with a strict competitive ratio of
m ·
(
1+ ε
ε
) 1
m
+ 1.
For m > ln 1+εε , we apply partitioning to improve this
competitive ratio. In particular, we obtain a competitive
ratio e ln 1+εε + 1 for integral values ln
1+ε
ε and m = i ·
ln 1+εε , i ∈ N. For small slack ε , these results signifi-
cantly improve over the state of the art greedy algorithm
with a competitive ratio of 2+ 1ε .
– For the non-preemptive machine environment, we also
give the first lower bounds that are asymptotically greater
than 1 for any number of machines. In particular, for
large m and ε ≤ 1, our lower bound approaches
m ·
(
1
ε
) 1
m
which is almost tight (up to a (1+ ε)1/m factor and the
additive value 1).
1.2 Related Work
Using the three field notation of Graham et al. [14], the
P|pmtn,r j|∑(1−U j)w j problem admits a pseudopolyno-
mial time algorithm, see Lawler [20], and a FPTAS due
to a technique by Pruhs and Woeginger [25]. We are not
aware of any simplifications when assuming w j = p j. For
preemption without migration, these ideas were further ex-
tended to admit a 2+ε approximation [2]. A reduction from
preemptive to non-preemptive due to Kalyanasundaram and
Pruhs [16] yields a 6+ ε approximation. Recently, Alon et
al. [1] analyzed the gap between schedules with a bounded
number of k preemptions and an unbounded number of pre-
emptions. They show that the utilization ratio is at most
O(logk+1 n, logk+1
max p j
min p j
), which is asymptotically optimal.
Variants of the online problem have been studied in real-
time scheduling. Without commitment and assuming pre-
emptions, there exists a tight 4-competitive deterministic al-
gorithm on a single machine for a class of well-behaved pay-
off functions including w j = p j, see, for instance, Baruah et
al. [5] and Wo¨ginger [27]. Kalyanasundaram and Pruhs [17]
gave a O(1) competitive randomized algorithm for maxi-
mizing the number of completed jobs and showed that no
constant competitive deterministic algorithm exists. For gen-
eral pay-off functions in a non-preemptive environment, sev-
eral authors [7,19,24] showed finite competitive ratios of
O(min(log
max p j
min p j
, log
maxw j
minw j
) if d j = r j+ p j holds. For slack
1
ε > 0, Lucier et al. [23] proposed an algorithm with compet-
itive ratio 2+Θ
(
1
3
√
1+ε−1
)
+Θ
(
1
( 3
√
1+ε−1)2
)
.
Commitments make the problem much more difficult.
Indeed, Lucier et al. [23] showed that even with slack, no
performance guarantees are possible for general weights w j .
By proposing a model with limited commitment called β -
responsive, Azar et al. [3] gave an algorithm with competi-
tive ratio 5+Θ
(
1
3√1+ε−1
)
+Θ
(
1
( 3
√
1+ε−1)2
)
for ε > 3. Sim-
ilar relaxed commitment models were recently considered
by Chen et al. [8] for the problem of maximizing the num-
ber of accepted jobs (w j = 1). For w j = p j (the utilization
maximization problem), a number of algorithms with com-
mitment have been proposed. On a single machine with-
out assuming slack or preemption, Lipton and Tomkins [22]
gave a lower bound of Ω(log∆) for the competitive factor
of any randomized online algorithm. Additionally assuming
d j = p j + r j for all jobs, they obtained an upper bound of
O(log1+δ ∆) for any δ > 0. For arbitrary deadlines, Gold-
man, Parwatikar, and Suri [11] presented a 6(⌈log∆⌉+ 1)
competitive algorithm.
Baruah and Haritsa [4] were among the first to present
results for problems with slack when they addressed the sin-
gle machine problemwith preemption and commitment. For
1 In literature, the stretch f = 1+ ε is often used instead. The two
notions are equivalent.
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this problem, they gave an algorithmwith a competitive ratio
1+ 1ε and a lower bound of 1+
1
⌈1+ε⌉ . For the corresponding
non-preemptive problem on a single machine, Goldwasser’s
algorithm [12,13] guarantees a tight deterministic competi-
tive ratio of 2+ 1ε . A similar competitive ratio is also given
by Garay et al. [10].
For parallel identical machines, DasGupta and Palis [9]
consider preemption without migration and suggest a simple
greedy algorithm. They claim the same competitive factor as
for the single machine problem with preemption. They also
give a lower bound of 1+ 1
mε . For the non-preemptive case,
Kim and Chwa [18] apply Goldwasser’s algorithm [12,13]
to parallel identical machines. Lee [21] considers a model
without commitment and presents a non-preemptive algo-
rithm that adds many newly submitted jobs to a queue and
decides later whether to schedule or to reject them. He claims
a competitive ratio ofm+1+mε−1/m for small slack values.
This competitive ratio is slightly worse than our competitive
ratio for the same problem with commitment.
2 Notations and Basic Properties
We schedule jobs of a job sequence J on m parallel iden-
tical machines (Pm model). Release date r j , processing time
p j, and deadline d j of a job J j ∈J obey the slack condition
d j−r j ≥ (1+ε)· p j. ε > 0 is the fixed slack factor of the sys-
tem. We say that J j has a tight slack if d j− r j = (1+ ε) · p j
holds. In the three field notation, the constraint ε indicates a
problem with slack factor ε . We are interested in problems
with a small slack (ε ≤ 1). The job sequence J defines an
order of the jobs such that job Ji precedes job J j for ri < r j.
We discuss an online scenario with commitment: the jobs
arrive in sequence order and we must decide whether to ac-
cept the most recent job or not before seeing any job at a
later position in the sequence. Complying with the common
notation in scheduling theory, we use the binary variableU j
to express this decision for job J j: U j = 0 denotes accep-
tance of job J j while the rejection of J j producesU j = 1. We
commit ourselves to complete every accepted job not later
than its deadline and say that a schedule is valid if it satisfies
this commitment. Therefore, we can only accept a new job
if there is a valid extension of the current schedule that in-
cludes this job. We consider preemptive and non-preemptive
variants of this problem. If the system allows preemption
(pmtn) then we can interrupt the execution of any job and
immediately or later resume it on a possibly different ma-
chine without any penalty. In the non-preemptive case, we
combine the acceptance commitment with a machine and
start time commitment (immediate decision, see Bunde and
Goldwasser [6]).
For a previously released job, we only consider its re-
maining processing time when generating or modifying a
preemptive schedule. Therefore, progression of time may
change the values of variables that depend on the processing
time. For such a variable, we use the appendix |t to indicate
its value at time t.
It is our goal to maximize the total processing time of all
accepted jobs (∑ p j ·(1−U j)). An online algorithm ALG de-
terminesU j(ALG) for all jobs inJ such that there is a valid
schedule S for all jobs J j with U j(ALG) = 0. P[t, t
′)(S,J )
denotes the total processing time of schedule S for job se-
quence J in interval [t, t ′) while P∗[t, t ′)(J ) is the maxi-
mum total processing time of any optimal schedule for the
same job sequence in the same interval. We evaluate our
algorithm by determining bounds for the competitive ratio,
that is the largest ratio between the optimal objective value
and the objective value produced by online algorithm ALG
for all possible job sequences J : ALG has a strict compet-
itive ratio cALG if cALG ≥
P∗[0,maxJ j∈J d j)(J )
P[0,maxJ j∈J d j)(S,J )
holds for any
job sequence J . Finally, c is a lower bound of the compet-
itive ratio if c≤ cALG holds for any online algorithm ALG.
3 Online Scheduling with Preemption
We present an approach for solving our problem on parallel
identical machines with preemption. Contrary to previous
approaches, our algorithm is based on lazy acceptance, that
is, we may not accept a job although its acceptance allows
a valid schedule. We show that our lazy acceptance leads
to better competitive ratios than the greedy acceptance ap-
proach.
In this section, we frequently use function
(
1+ε
ε
)x
with
the identity
m+i
∑
j=i+1
(
1+ ε
ε
) j
m
=
m+i−1
∑
j=i
(
1+ ε
ε
) j
m
+
1
ε
·
(
1+ ε
ε
) i
m
(1)
and the threshold expression
f (m,ε) :=
ε
1+ ε
·
m−1
∑
j=0
(
1+ ε
ε
) j
m
=
1
1+ ε
· 1(
1+ε
ε
) 1
m − 1
.
(2)
We start by recalling a known aggregation function for
a sequence J of jobs that are submitted at time t or ear-
lier but not yet completed (p j|t > 0): Vmin(τ)|t for τ ≥ t is
the minimum total processing time that we must execute in
interval [t,τ) of any valid schedule.
Vmin(τ)|t := ∑
J j∈J


0 for d j− p j|t ≥ τ
p j|t for τ ≥ d j
τ− (d j− p j|t) else
Based on functionVmin, Horn [15] has given a necessary and
sufficient condition for the existence of a valid preemptive
schedule:
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Theorem 1 (Horn) There is a valid preemptive schedule
in interval [t,maxJ j∈J d j) for a sequence J of jobs with
deadlines on m parallel identical machines if and only if we
have
d j ≥ t+ p j|t for every job J j with p j|t ≥ 0 and
Vmin(τ)|t ≤ (τ − t) ·m for every τ ∈ (t, max
J j∈J
d j]. (3)
Proof See Horn [15], proof of Theorem 2.
Next we introduce two algorithms: the first algorithm
decides whether to accept a newly submitted job while the
second algorithm determines the schedule of the accepted
jobs. Afterwards, we prove that the combination of both al-
gorithms always produces a valid solution and give the com-
petitive ratio of our approach.
Main component of Algorithm 1 Acceptance for Pre-
emption is the non decreasing threshold deadline dmin. We
simply accept a new job if and only if its deadline is at least
as large as dmin, see Lines 5 to 6 and 8 to 9. Initially, we as-
sume r j ≥ 0 for all jobs and set dmin = 0 (Line 1). Whenever
there is a submission of a new job then Line 3 prevents dmin
to be in the past. Line 4 introduces a compensation valueV∆
for job parts with a large deadline that are scheduled earlier
due to the availability of machines, compare Algorithm 2,
lines 14-18, and Lemma 1. Due to this early scheduling, pro-
gression of time may result in Vmin(dmin)|r j < (dmin− r j) ·
f (m,ε). V∆ compensates for this reduction and prevents an
increase of the threshold that is too small. To this end, Line 7
sets dmin to the largest value τ that satisfiesVmin(τ)|r j +V∆ =
(τ − r j) · f (m,ε).
Algorithm 1: Acceptance for Preemption
1: dmin = 0
2: for each newly submitted job J j do
3: dmin =max{dmin, r j}
4: V∆ = (dmin− r j) · f (m,ε)−Vmin(dmin)|r j
5: if d j ≥ dmin then
6: accept J j
7: dmin = argmax{(τ − r j) · f (m,ε) =Vmin(τ)|r j +V∆ }
8: else
9: reject J j
10: end if
11: end for
Algorithm 2 Schedule Generation uses the current time
t as input parameter and generates a schedule for interval
[t,T ) including the specification of the end of the interval
T (Lines 6, 11, and 17). We must run the algorithm again
if we have accepted a new job or as soon as time has pro-
gressed to T . We determine the largest deadline dk such that
at most m jobs contribute to Vmin(dk)|t (Line 2). If there is
no such deadline, we skip any preallocation and select the
setting to produce an LRPT schedule for the contributions
Algorithm 2: Schedule Generation(t)
1: index the deadlines such that
d0 = t < d1 < .. . < dν =maxJ j∈J {d j}
2: dk is the largest deadline with at most m jobs contributing to
Vmin(dk)|t
3: if there is no such deadline dk then
4: k = 0
5: J = /0
6: T = d1
7: mLRPT =m
8: else
9: J = {all jobs contributing to Vmin(dk)|t}
10: allocate each job ∈J to a separate machine
11: T = t+ min
J j∈J
{contribution of J j toVmin(dk)|t}
12: mLRPT = m−|J |
13: end if
14: if k < ν and mLRPT > 0 then
15: JLRPT = {all jobs contributing toVmin(dk+1)}\J
16: generate an LRPT schedule
17: T =min{T, first idle time in the LRPT schedule}
18: end if
19: return T
of the jobs to Vmin(d1)|t (Lines 3 to 7). Otherwise, we exe-
cute a preallocation by starting each of the jobs contributing
to Vmin(dk)|t on a separate machine (Lines 9 and 10). T ex-
ceeds t by at most the smallest contribution among those
jobs to Vmin(dk)|t (Line 11). mLRPT is the number of idle
machines after this preallocation (Line 12). If there are idle
machines in interval [t,T ) and the total number of uncom-
pleted jobs exceeds m then we apply LRPT to determine a
schedule starting at time t on these mLRPT idle machines for
the contribution of any not yet allocated job to Vmin(dk+1)|t
(Lines 15 and 16). If a machine becomes idle in this LRPT
schedule before the previously determined value of T then
we reduce T accordingly (Line 17). Since Algorithm 2 pri-
oritizes contributions to Vmin(τ1)|t over additional contribu-
tions to Vmin(τ2)|t for τ2 > τ1 > t, it generates a valid sched-
ule if one exists, see Theorem 1.
Next we discuss the influence of progression of time due
to Algorithm 2 on Vmin and on dmin for a valid schedule.
Lemma 1 If Algorithm 2 has generated a valid schedule
starting at time t then progression from time t to time t ′ with-
out acceptance of a new job in interval (t, t ′) produces
Vmin(τ)|t′ ≤
τ − t ′
τ − t ·Vmin(τ)|t for each τ ≥ t
′ (4)
and for each τ > dmin|t′ ,
Vmin(τ)|t′ −Vmin(dmin|t′)< (τ − dmin|t′) · f (m,ε). (5)
Proof Eq. (4) holds for time τ > t ′ if no machine is idle
in interval [t, t ′) and every machine only executes job parts
contributing to Vmin(τ)|t due to
m
Eq.(3)
≥ Vmin(τ)|t
τ − t ≥
Vmin(τ)|t −m · (t ′− t)
τ − t− (t ′− t) =
Vmin(τ)|t′
τ − t ′ .
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If at least one machine executes in interval [t, t ′) some job
parts that do not contribute to Vmin(τ)|t for some time τ ≥
t ′ or has some idle time then Algorithm 2 guarantees that
at time t ′, there are k < m jobs with uncompleted job parts
contributing to Vmin(τ)|t and the total amount of processing
time in interval [t, t ′) that contributes to Vmin(τ)|t is at least
k · (t ′− t). Then we have
Vmin(τ)|t
τ − t ≥
Vmin(τ)|t′ + k · (t ′− t)
τ − t ′+ t ′− t ≥
Vmin(τ)|t′
τ − t ′ .
We assume that Eq. (5) holds for t and apply an inductive
approach. For dmin|t ≥ t ′, Algorithm 1 sets dmin|t′ = dmin|t .
Due to Algorithm 2, we have for each τ > dmin|t′ ,
Vmin(τ)|t′ −Vmin(dmin|t′)≤Vmin(τ)|t −Vmin(dmin|t)
< (τ − dmin|t) · f (m,ε)
< (τ − dmin|t′) · f (m,ε).
For dmin|t < t ′, Algorithm 1 sets dmin|t′ = t ′ and V∆ |t′ = 0.
Then we have for each τ > dmin|t′ ,
V∆ |t′ +Vmin(τ)|t′ =Vmin(τ)|t′
Eq.(4)
≤ τ − t
′
τ− t ·Vmin(τ)|t
≤ τ − t
′
τ − t · (Vmin(τ)|t +V∆ |t)
<
τ − t ′
τ − t · ((τ − t) · f (m,ε))
< (τ − dmin|t′) · f (m,ε).
⊓⊔
Next, we prove that Algorithms 1 and 2 guarantee the
existence of a valid schedule. To this end, we introduce a
new function V (x) with 0 ≤ x. In the middle part of this
definition, we use x= y ·( ε
1+ε
)m−h
m with h∈ {0,1, . . . ,m−1}
and 1≤ y≤ ( 1+εε ) 1m .
V (x) :=


x · f (m,ε) for x≥ 1
h
∑
i=0
(
ε
1+ε
)m−i
m + x · (m− h− 1) for 1≤ x≤ ε
1+ε
x ·m for ε
1+ε ≥ x≥ 0
(6)
V (x) is piecewise linear with non-negative slopes. Note
that we have defined V (x) twice at all corner points (y = 1
and x= 1). At each of these points, both definitions produce
the same value. Therefore,V (x) is continuous and we have
V (x1)≤V (x2) for 0≤ x1 < x2 (7)
V (x1) =V (x2) only for x1,x2 ∈
[(
ε
1+ ε
) 1
m
,1
]
(8)
m≥ V (x1)
x1
≥ V (x2)
x2
≥ f (m,ε) for 0< x1 < x2 (9)
Eq. (9) holds since the slopes are non-negative and decreas-
ing in interval (0,1). Based on function V (x), we claim the
following property of our combination of algorithms:
Lemma 2 Algorithms 1 and 2 guarantee
Vmin(τ)|t ≤ (dmin− t) ·V
(
τ− t
dmin− t
)
for dmin > τ ≥ t
(10)
and for τ ≥ dmin,
Vmin(τ)|t ≤Vmin(dmin)|t +(τ− dmin) · f (m,ε). (11)
Vmin(τ)|t ≤ (τ−t) · f (m,ε)−V∆ is equivalent to Eq. (11)
for τ > dmin > t.
Proof We use an inductive approach by assuming validity
of Eq. (10) and (11) for time t and separately consider the
events progression of time and acceptance of a new job.
We start with progression from time t to time t ′ with-
out acceptance of a new job in interval (t, t ′). Eq. (10) and
(11) clearly hold for time τ = t ′. Eq. (5) guarantees validity
of Eq. (11) for τ > dmin|t′ = max{dmin|t , t ′}. For t ′ < τ ≤
dmin|t = dmin|t′ , Eq. (10) also remains valid due to Lemma 1:
Vmin(τ)|t′
Eq.(4)
≤ τ− t
′
τ − t ·Vmin(τ)|t
Eq.(10)
≤ (τ − t ′) · dmin|t − t
τ − t ·V
(
τ − t
dmin|t − t
)
Eq.(9)
≤ (τ − t ′) · dmin|t − t
′
τ − t ′ ·V
(
τ − t ′
dmin|t − t ′
)
≤ (dmin|t − t ′) ·V
(
τ − t ′
dmin|t − t ′
)
.
The second event is the acceptance of a new job J j with
r j = t, (1+ε) · p j ≤ d j− r j, and d j ≥ dmin, see Algorithm 1.
To simplify the formal description of this event, we omit the
appendix |t of the variables and apply a time shift by−t, that
is, we assume r j = t = 0. This time shift does not affect the
validity of our transformations since they always use dmin−t
or τ− t.
Again we assume the validity of Eq. (10) and (11) be-
fore the submission of J j. The acceptance of J j produces a
new deadline threshold dnewmin ≥ dmin. We partition time into
several intervals: Eq. (11) is always valid for τ ≥ dnewmin due
to Line 7 of Algorithm 1 and it remains valid for dnewmin ·(
ε
1+ε
) 1
m ≤ τ < dnewmin due to Eq. (8) andVmin(τ)≤Vmin(dnewmin ).
For τ ≤ d j− p j, Eq. (10) and (11) remain valid due to Eq. (9)
since there is no change in Vmin(τ).
For the remaining intervals, we start with the case d j =
dmin =
Vmin(dmin)+V∆
f (m,ε) .
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If job J j has tight slack (p j =
dmin
1+ε ) then Line 7 of Algo-
rithm 1 produces
dnewmin ≥
V newmin (dmin)+V∆
f (m,ε)
=
Vmin(dmin)+V∆ + p j
f (m,ε)
(12)
= dmin+
dmin
(1+ ε) · f (m,ε)
Eq.(2)
= dmin ·
(
1+ ε
ε
) 1
m
(13)
For τ = dmin · y ·
(
ε
1+ε
)m−h
m with h ∈ {0,1, . . . ,m− 1} and
1≤ y≤ ( 1+εε ) 1m , there is
V newmin (τ) =Vmin(τ)+ τ− dmin ·
ε
1+ ε
Eq.(10)
≤ dmin ·V
(
τ
dmin
)
+ τ− dmin · ε
1+ ε
Eq.(6)
≤ dmin ·
h
∑
i=0
(
ε
1+ ε
)m−i
m
+
+ dmin · y · (m− h− 1) ·
(
ε
1+ ε
) m−h
m
+
+ dmin ·
(
y ·
(
ε
1+ ε
)m−h
m
− ε
1+ ε
)
≤ dmin ·
h
∑
i=1
(
ε
1+ ε
) m−i
m
+
+ dmin · y · (m− h) ·
(
ε
1+ ε
)m−h
m
. (14)
For h= 0, that is dmin · ε1+ε ≤ τ ≤ dmin ·
(
1+ε
ε
) 1
m · ε
1+ε ≤ dnewmin ·
ε
1+ε , we have
V newmin (τ)≤ τ ·m= τ ·
V
(
τ
dmin·( 1+εε )
1
m
)
τ
dmin·( 1+εε )
1
m
≤ dmin ·
(
1+ ε
ε
) 1
m
·V

 τ
dmin ·
(
1+ε
ε
) 1
m


Eq.(9)
≤ dnewmin ·V
(
τ
dnewmin
)
For h ∈ {1, . . . ,m− 1}, there is
V newmin (τ)
Eq.(14)
≤ dmin ·
(
1+ ε
ε
) 1
m
·
h
∑
i=1
(
ε
1+ ε
)m−i+1
m
+
+ dmin · y · (m− h) ·
(
ε
1+ ε
)m−h
m
≤ dmin ·
(
1+ ε
ε
) 1
m
·
(
h−1
∑
i=0
(
ε
1+ ε
)m−i
m
+
+ y · (m− h) ·
(
ε
1+ ε
)m−(h−1)
m


Eq.(6)
≤ dmin ·
(
1+ ε
ε
) 1
m
·V

 τ
dmin ·
(
1+ε
ε
) 1
m


Eq.(9),(12)
≤ dnewmin ·V
(
τ
dnewmin
)
. (15)
We compare this tight slack scenario to the acceptance of a
job with d j = dmin but without tight slack (p j <
dmin
1+ε ). We
indicate the variables of the non-tight scenario with ′ and
obtain for d j− p j < τ ≤ dmin
V newmin (τ)− (V newmin (τ))′ =
dmin
1+ ε
− p j. (16)
This result leads to
(V newmin (τ))
′ Eq.(16)≤ (V
new
min (dmin))
′+V∆
V newmin (dmin)+V∆
·V newmin (τ)
Eq.(12)
≤ (V
new
min (dmin))
′+V∆
dmin ·
(
1+ε
ε
) 1
m · f (m,ε)
·V newmin (τ)
Eq.(15)
≤ (V
new
min (dmin))
′+V∆
f (m,ε)
·V

 τ
dmin ·
(
1+ε
ε
) 1
m


Eq.(7),(12)
≤ (V
new
min (dmin))
′+V∆
f (m,ε)
·
·V

 τ
(V newmin (dmin))
′
+V∆
f (m,ε)


Eq.(9)
≤ (dnewmin )′ ·V
(
τ
(dnewmin )
′
)
.
For the general case p j ≤ dmin1+ε , we consider next an arbitrary
τ with d j = dmin =
Vmin(dmin)+V∆
f (m,ε) < τ < d
new
min ·
(
ε
1+ε
) 1
m . Due
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to Line 7 of Algorithm 1, we have
V newmin (τ)<V
new
min (dmin)+ (τ − dmin) · f (m,ε)
Eq.(12)
< dmin · f (m,ε) ·
(
1+ ε
ε
) 1
m
−V∆+
+(τ − dmin) · f (m,ε)
Eq.(7)
<
(
τ + dmin ·
((
1+ ε
ε
) 1
m
− 1
))
·
·V
((
ε
1+ ε
) 1
m
)
−V∆
< τ ·
(
1+ ε
ε
) 1
m
·V

 τ
τ · ( 1+εε ) 1m

−V∆
Eq.(9)
≤ dnewmin ·V
(
τ
dnewmin
)
−V∆ .
Therefore, Eq. (10) remains valid after the acceptance of job
J j.
Finally, we allow d j > dmin and address d j − p j < τ <
dnewmin . Due to the range of τ , we can assume d j ≤ dnewmin . For
Vmin(d
new
min ) ≥ Vmin(dmin)+ (d j− dmin) · f (m,ε), we transfer
processing time in direction of earlier deadlines to obtain
(Vmin(τ))
′ =
{
Vmin(τ) for 0≤ τ < d j
max
{
d j · f (m,ε)−V∆ ,Vmin(τ)
}
for d j ≤ τ
Again we use the notation (. . .)′ to indicate values after the
transformation. Since we do not generate a schedule after
the transformation, the missing continuity of (Vmin(τ))
′
for
τ = d j does not matter. The transformation leads to (dmin)
′=
d j. Due to Eq. (9), Eq. (10) remains valid after the transfor-
mation and we have already shown the validity of Eq. (10)
after the acceptance of J j. This validity also holds for the
original values of V newmin (τ)≤ (V newmin (τ))′.
For Vmin(d
new
min ) < Vmin(dmin) + (d j − dmin) · f (m,ε), we
determine the largest value δ ∈ (max{dmin,d j− p j},d j)with
Vmin(d
new
min )+ (d j− δ ) = Vmin(dmin)+ (δ − dmin) · f (m,ε). δ
exists due to
Vmin(d
new
min )+ p j = (d
new
min − dmin) · f (m,ε)+Vmin(dmin)
> (max{dmin,d j− p j}− dmin) · f (m,ε)+
+Vmin(dmin).
We split job J j into two jobs J j1 and J j2 with d j1 = d j,
p j1 = d j − δ , d j2 = δ , and p j2 = p j − (d j− δ ). Both jobs
observe the slack condition. We first submit and accept J j1 .
The acceptance of J j1 does not increase dmin since Vmin(τ)
does not increase for any τ ≤ δ . For any τ ∈ (δ ,dnewmin ], we
have
Vmin(τ)−Vmin(dmin)+ p j1 ≤Vmin(dnewmin )−Vmin(dmin)+
+ d j− δ
≤ (δ − dmin) · f (m,ε)
< (τ − dmin) · f (m,ε).
Therefore, the acceptance does not change the validity of
Eq. (11). For J j2 , the previously discussed case applies. ⊓⊔
Due to Lemma 2, Algorithms 1 and 2 guaranteeVmin(τ)|t ≤
(τ − t) ·m. Therefore, there is a valid preemptive schedule
for the accepted jobs due to Theorem 1, and Algorithm 2
generates a valid schedule.
We now determine the performance of Algorithms 1 and
2. We begin with introducing a property of the generated
schedule if all jobs have the same submission time.
Lemma 3 Consider a job set J with the common submis-
sion time 0 for all jobs. If there is a valid schedule for all
these jobs then the repeated execution of Algorithm 2 gener-
ates a schedule S for interval [0, t) with
P∗[0, t)(J )−P[0, t)(S,J )≤ 1
4
·P∗[0, t)(J ) (17)
for any time t > 0.
Proof If no machine is idle in schedule S then the claim
clearly holds. Therefore, we assume time τ < t to be the
first time in schedule S with at least one machine being idle.
Then all jobs completing after time τ in schedule S neither
can start nor are preempted after time τ . Let k < m be the
number of the jobs completing after time t in S. Algorithm 2
produces P[0, t)(S,J )≥ m · τ + k · (t− τ).
Since a job can contribute at most processing time t to
interval [0, t) in any schedule, we have
P∗[0, t)(J )−P[0, t)(S,J )≤ k · τ
resulting in
P∗[0, t)(J )−P[0, t)(S,J )
P∗[0, t)(J )
≤ k · τ
P[0, t)(S,J )+ k · τ
≤ k · τ
m · τ + k · (t− τ)+ k · τ
≤ k · τ
m · τ + k · t ≤
1
4
.
Due to inequalities 0< k<m and 0≤ τ ≤ t, k= 0.5 ·m and
τ = 0.5 · t produce a maximum for k · τ/(m · τ + k · t). ⊓⊔
Only Line 3 or Line 7 of Algorithm 1 may lead to an in-
crease of dmin. We say an increase of dmin is a time progres-
sion increase if it occurs due to Line 3. Any other increase of
dmin|t from time τ to time τ ′ does not involve progression of
time and requiresV newmin (τ
′)|t −Vmin(τ)|t = (τ ′− τ) · f (m,ε).
We use this distinction of increases of dmin to prove the com-
petitive ratio for Algorithms 1 and 2.
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Theorem 2 The Pm|ε,online, pmtn|∑ p j · (1−U j) problem
admits a deterministic online algorithm with competitive ra-
tio at most
m
f (m,ε)
= m · (1+ ε) ·
((
1+ ε
ε
) 1
m
− 1
)
.
Proof We partition schedule S generated by Algorithms 1
and 2 into an alternating sequence of rejection and non-
rejection intervals. A non-rejection interval starts with some
dmin value such that every increase of dmin in this interval
is a time progression increase. At its end, dmin|t = t holds.
We combine any neighboring non-rejection intervals into a
single non-rejection interval. Algorithm 1 does not reject
any job with either its submission time or its deadline being
within this interval. An interval separating two subsequent
non-rejection intervals is a rejection interval and does not
contain any time progression increase of dmin.
Schedule S will either start with a rejection interval or
with a non-rejection interval but it will always finish with
a non-rejection interval. Due to Lemma 3, we have for any
non-rejection interval [t, t ′):
P∗[t, t ′)(J )
P[t, t ′)(S,J )
Eq.(17)
≤ 4
3
.
For any rejection interval [t, t ′), the increase of the dmin guar-
antees:
P∗[t, t ′)(J )
P[t, t ′)(S,J )
≤ (t
′− t) ·m
(t ′− t) · f (m,ε) =
m
f (m,ε)
.
For ε ≤ 1, we have m
f (m,ε)
≥ limm→∞ mf (m,1) = 2 · ln(2)> 43 .
⊓⊔
Note that for m= 1, Algorithms 1 and 2 guarantee the same
competitive ratio 1+εε as the optimal greedy algorithm for a
single machine.
Lower Bounds
In this subsection, we provide a lower bound of the compet-
itive ratio for the Pm|ε,online, pmtn|∑ p j ·(1−U j) problem.
First we describe the general concept. Our adversary con-
trols the job sequence J that only uses jobs with release
date 0 and consists of up to m+ 2 blocks. In blocks 1 to
m+ 1, the adversary submits identical jobs up to a maxi-
mum number and proceeds with the next block as soon as
we have accepted a block specific target number of these
jobs. If we do not accept this target number then the adver-
sary stops after submitting the above mentioned maximum
number of jobs of this block. In block m+ 2, the adversary
unconditionally submits the corresponding maximum num-
ber of jobs and stops afterwards.
The job of the first block has deadline d1 = 1+ ε and an
arbitrarily small positive processing time p1 = δ ≪ 1 such
that the target number εδ ·∑m−1i=0
(
1+ε
ε
) i
m is an integer. The
maximum number of jobs is ⌊m·(1+ε)δ ⌋.
The next m blocks are similar. The job of block k with
2 ≤ k ≤ m+ 1 has a tight slack with processing time pk =(
1+ε
ε
) k−2
m . For these blocks, the target number is 1 while the
maximum number is ⌊m · (1+ ε)⌋.
The job of the final block m+ 2 has a tight slack with
processing time pm+2 =
1+ε
ε · (1− δ ). The maximum num-
ber is ⌊m · (1+ ε)⌋ as well.
Assume that we have accepted a total processing time
of at most Pacc and that we can arrange the submitted jobs
to obtain a schedule with a total processing time of at least
Pideal− const ·δ then a lower bound of the competitive ratio
for this scenario is Pideal/Pacc since δ is arbitrarily small.
Theorem 3 The competitive ratio for any deterministic on-
line algorithm for the Pm|ε,online,pmtn|∑ p j ·(1−U j) prob-
lem is at least
⌊m · (1+ ε)⌋
ε ·
m−1
∑
i=0
(
1+ε
ε
) i
m
= ⌊m · (1+ ε)⌋ ·
((
1+ ε
ε
) 1
m
− 1
)
Proof If the adversary stops before starting block 2 then the
submitted total processing time is more than m · (1+ ε)− δ
while the algorithm has accepted a total processing time of
at most ε ·∑m−1i=0
(
1+ε
ε
) i
m − δ resulting in a lower bound of
m · (1+ ε)
ε ·
m−1
∑
i=0
(
1+ε
ε
) i
m
= m · (1+ ε) ·
((
1+ ε
ε
) 1
m
− 1
)
.
If the adversary stops before starting block k+ 1 with
2 ≤ k ≤ m+ 1 then the algorithm has accepted a total pro-
cessing time of pk · ε ·∑m−1i=0
(
1+ε
ε
) i
m due to p2 = 1 and
Ph = ph · ε ·
m−1
∑
i=0
(
1+ ε
ε
) i
m
+ ph
= ph · ε ·
(
m−1
∑
i=0
(
1+ ε
ε
) i
m
+
1
ε
)
Eq.(1)
= ph · ε ·
m
∑
i=1
(
1+ ε
ε
) i
m
= ph ·
(
1+ ε
ε
) 1
m
· ε ·
m−1
∑
i=0
(
1+ ε
ε
) i
m
(18)
= ph+1 · ε ·
m−1
∑
i=0
(
1+ ε
ε
) i
m
for 2≤ h< k.
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Due to Theorem 1, we can use at least all ⌊m · (1+ ε)⌋
jobs with processing time pk in the optimal schedule. This
usage results in a lower bound of
pk · ⌊m · (1+ ε)⌋
pk · ε ·
m−1
∑
i=0
(
1+ε
ε
) i
m
=
⌊m · (1+ ε)⌋
ε ·
m−1
∑
i=0
(
1+ε
ε
) i
m
= ⌊m · (1+ ε)⌋ ·
((
1+ ε
ε
) 1
m
− 1
)
.
If the adversary starts with block m+ 2 then the algo-
rithm has accepted exactly one job with deadline dk for 3≤
k ≤ m+ 1 while all other jobs have deadline d1 = d2. The
total accepted processing time is
Pacc = pm+1 · ε ·
m−1
∑
i=0
(
1+ ε
ε
) i
m
+ pm+1
Eq.(18)
= pm+1 ·
(
1+ ε
ε
) 1
m
· ε ·
m−1
∑
i=0
(
1+ ε
ε
) i
m
=
(
1+ ε
ε
)m−1
m
· ε ·
m
∑
i=1
(
1+ ε
ε
) i
m
= (1+ ε) ·
m
∑
i=1
(
1+ ε
ε
) i−1
m
=
m
∑
i=1
di+1
resulting in no idle time on any machine in interval [0,d1).
Since any job of block m+ 2 cannot start later than time
dm+2− pm+2 = ε · pm+2 = ε ·
(
1+ ε
ε
· (1− δ )
)
= (1+ ε) · (1− δ )< d1,
we cannot accept any job of block m+ 2.
Again, the total processing time of the optimal schedule
is at least ⌊m · (1+ ε)⌋ · pm+2 resulting in a lower bound of
pm+2 · ⌊m · (1+ ε)⌋
(1+ ε) ·
m
∑
i=1
(
1+ε
ε
) i−1
m
=
1+ε
ε · (1− δ )⌊m · (1+ ε)⌋
(1+ ε) ·
m−1
∑
i=0
(
1+ε
ε
) i
m
=
⌊m · (1+ ε)⌋
ε ·
m−1
∑
i=0
(
1+ε
ε
) i
m
δ→0
= ⌊m · (1+ ε)⌋ ·
((
1+ ε
ε
) 1
m
− 1
)
⊓⊔
Theorems 3 and 2 show that Algorithms 1 and 2 guarantee
a tight (for m · (1+ ε) being an integer) or an almost tight
competitive ratio for ε ≤ 1.
We can increase the lower bound to
max
{
m · (1+ ε),⌊m · (1+ ε)⌋+ ε
1+ ε
·
(
1+ ε
ε
) 1
m
}
by adding accepted jobs with deadline d1 in the optimal
schedule if there are idle machines. The new lower bound
reduces the gap for non-integral values of m · (1+ ε) but
cannot guarantee a tight lower bound for all those values.
Algorithms 1 and 2 guarantee a better competitive ra-
tio than the known greedy approach for all values of ε and
m > 1. In comparison to the single machine problem, the
competitive factor is significantly better for small values of
ε . Althoughwe focus on small values of ε , we like to remark
that for the parallel problem, the competitive ratio cannot ap-
proach 1 for large values of ε due to the scheduling of the
jobs (see Algorithm 2) while the competitive ratio tends to 1
for ε → ∞ in the single machine problem.
4 Online Scheduling without Preemption
In this section, we present an online algorithm for the non-
preemptive version. Our non-preemptive Algorithm 3 On-
line Allocation also uses a deadline threshold and determines
this threshold based on an exponential sequence of process-
ing times on the machines. Remember that in our online
model, the algorithmmust decide immediately after submis-
sion of a job whether to accept or reject the job. If we accept
the job then we also must immediately allocate the job to
a specific machine with a specific starting time and cannot
change this allocation later. Once we have allocated a job
to a machine, we start this job as early as possible on this
machine. Therefore, it is not necessary to consider the job
schedule but only the not yet completed load l(mi) on each
machine mi. We index the machines in decreasing order of
their loads: l(m1)≥ l(m2)≥ . . .≥ l(mm−1)≥ l(mm). We use
the notation l(mi)|t to describe the value l(mi) at a specific
time t although we are aware that there may be different
load values at time t due to the acceptance of jobs. For dis-
ambiguation, we apply a similar notation l(mi)|J j to indicate
the value l(mi) when making the decision to accept job J j.
l(mi)|′J j describes the update of the load l(mi) after accept-
ing job J j. Note that the allocation of J j to a machine may
result in a re-indexing of the machines. This re-indexing is
already considered in l(mi)|′J j .
The next two expressions specify our deadline threshold:
dilim|t = l(mi)|t
(
1+ ε
ε
) i
m
+ t (19)
dlim|t = max
1≤i≤m
dilim|t (20)
If dlim|t = dilim|t holds then we say that machine mi deter-
mines dlim. We use the notation dlim|′J j to denote the value of
dlim|J j after the acceptance of job J j.
In Algorithm 3, Line 1, we initially set dlim to 0. At the
submission of a new job J j, we first update dlim to consider
any progression of time since the previous submission (Line
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3). If the resulting dlim|J j > d j holds then we reject J j. Oth-
erwise we accept J j and allocate it to the machine that pro-
duces the smallest value dlim|′J j (Lines 7 to 9). Contrary to
Algorithm 3, Algorithm 1 allows a decrease of dlim due to
progression of time. Therefore, there is no need for any com-
pensation value.
Algorithm 3: Online Allocation
1: dlim = 0
2: for each newly submitted job J j do
3: update dlim
4: if d j < dlim then
5: reject J j
6: else
7: accept J j
8: allocate J j to a machine producing minimal dlim
9: update dlim
10: end if
11: end for
Lemma 4 There is a legal schedule for all jobs accepted by
Algorithm 3.
Proof Acceptance of job J j requires d j ≥ dlim|J j . If J j is al-
located to machine mm then it completes at
l(mm)|J j + r j+ p j
Eq.(19)
= (dmlim|r j − r j) ·
ε
1+ ε
+ r j+ p j
Eq.(20)
≤ (dlim|r j − r j) ·
ε
1+ ε
+ r j+ p j
≤ (d j− r j) · ε
1+ ε
+ r j+
d j− r j
1+ ε
≤ d j.
⊓⊔
For the proof of the competitive factor, we first establish a
property of the schedule.
Lemma 5 Algorithm 3 always guarantees
l(m1)|t + l(m2)|t ≥ (dlim|t − t) ·
(
ε
1+ ε
) 1
m
. (21)
Proof The claim holds whenever there is no load on any
machine or if machine m1 determines dlim due to Eq. (19).
Similar to Lemma 2, we distinguish the events progression
of time and acceptance of a new job.
First we consider progression from time t to time t ′ and
assume that the claim holds at time t. For every machine mi
with l(mi)|t ≤ t ′, it leads to l(mi)|t′ = 0
Eq.(19)⇒ dilim|t′ = t ′.
For all other machines, we have
dilim|t′ − t ′
Eq.(19)
= l(mi)|t′ ·
(
1+ ε
ε
) i
m
=
(
l(mi)|t − (t ′− t)
) ·(1+ ε
ε
) i
m
= l(mi)|t ·
(
1+ ε
ε
) i
m
− (t ′− t) ·
(
1+ ε
ε
) i
m
Eq.(19)
= (dilim|t − t)− (t ′− t) ·
(
1+ ε
ε
) i
m
.
The function dilim|t′− t ′−
(
dilim|t − t
)
=−(t ′− t) ·(1+εε ) im is
decreasing in i. Therefore, progression of time does not re-
quire a change in the machine order. In addition, machinem1
determines dlim|t′ if it has already determined dlim|t . If ma-
chine m1 does not determine dlim|t′ then we apply induction
and assume for all i> 1 with l(mi)|t > t ′− t
dilim|t − t ≤ (l(m1)|t + l(m2)|t) ·
(
1+ ε
ε
) 1
m
.
Then Eq.(19) yields
dilim|t − t
l(mi)|t · l(mi)|t
′ ≤ l(m1)|t + l(m2)|t
l(mi)|t · l(mi)|t
′ ·
·
(
1+ ε
ε
) 1
m
(
1+ ε
ε
) i
m
· l(mi)|t′ ≤ (l(m1)|t + l(m2)|t) ·
(
1− t
′− t
l(mi)|t
)
·
·
(
1+ ε
ε
) 1
m
dilim|t′ − t ′ ≤
(
l(m1)|t + l(m2)|t − 2(t ′− t)
) ·
·
(
1+ ε
ε
) 1
m
≤ (l(m1)|t′ + l(m2)|t′) ·
(
1+ ε
ε
) 1
m
resulting in
dlim|t′ − t ′
Eq.(20)
= max
1≤i≤m
dilim|t′ − t ′
≤ (l(m1)|t′ + l(m2)|t′) ·
(
1+ ε
ε
) 1
m
.
Next, we assume that Algorithm 3 accepts job J j and that the
claim holds before accepting J j. Algorithm 3 allocates J j to
machinemk. Re-indexing puts this machine at position i≤ k.
For k= 1, we either have dlim|J j = dlim|′J j or d1lim|′J j = dlim|′J j .
We have already stated that the claim holds in the latter case
while in the former case, the claim continues to hold since
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no machine load decreases. Therefore, we assume k> 1 and
d1lim|′J j < dlim|′J j , that is, machine mh with h > 1 determines
dlim|′J j .
For l(m1)|J j + p j+ r j ≤ d j, Line 8 of Algorithm 3 guar-
antees
l(m1)|′J j + l(m2)|′J j ≥ l(m1)|J j + p j
> (dlim|′J j − r j) ·
(
ε
1+ ε
) 1
m
.
For l(m1)|J j + p j+r j > d j ≥ dlim|J j , we have either dlim|J j =
dlim|′J j and the claim continues to hold or i ≤ h ≤ k with
l(mh)|′J j ≤ l(mh−1)|J j and
dlim|′J j − r j = dhlim|′J j − r j
Eq.(19)
= l(mh)|′J j ·
(
1+ ε
ε
) h
m
≤ l(mh−1)|J j ·
(
1+ ε
ε
) h−1
m
·
(
1+ ε
ε
) 1
m
Eq.(20)
≤ (dlim|J j − r j) ·
(
1+ ε
ε
) 1
m
≤ (l(m1)|J j + p j) ·
(
1+ ε
ε
) 1
m
≤
(
l(m1)|′J j + l(m2)|′J j
)
·
(
1+ ε
ε
) 1
m
.
⊓⊔
Next, we prove a competitive ratio of Algorithm 3. To
this end, we define busy and usable intervals of schedule S
generated by Algorithm 3: interval [t, t ′) is busy if t = r j is
the submission time of a job J j and we have no load on any
machine after progressing to t but before accepting job J j. t
′
is the first time after t with no load on any machine after pro-
gressing to t ′ or a later time. Note that the submission time of
any rejected job must be within a busy interval.Jr is the set
of all rejected jobs with submission times in interval [t, t ′).
Interval [t, t ′′) is usable with t ′′ = max
{
t ′,maxJk∈Jr{dk}
}
.
If rejected job Jk determines t
′′ then we have rk ≥ t and
t ′′− rk = dk− rk < dlim|rk − rk
Eq.(21)
≤ (l(m1)|rk + l(m2)|rk) ·
(
1+ ε
ε
) 1
m
(22)
≤
m
∑
i=1
l(mi)|rk ·
(
1+ ε
ε
) 1
m
.
Using the definition of P[t, t ′)(S,J ) in Section 3, we obtain
t ′′− t = t ′′− rk+ rk− t
Eq.(22)
≤ P[rk, t ′)(S,J ) ·
(
1+ ε
ε
) 1
m
+ rk− t
≤ P[t, t ′)(S,J ) ·
(
1+ ε
ε
) 1
m
. (23)
Note that any time instance of schedule S with at least one
busymachine belongs to a busy interval and it is not possible
to execute a rejected job at a time instance that does not
belong to any usable interval. Such a restriction does not
exist for an accepted job.
Theorem 4 The Pm|ε,online|∑ p j ·(1−U j) problem admits
a deterministic online algorithm with competitive ratio at
most
m ·
(
1+ ε
ε
) 1
m
+ 1.
Proof Since no two busy intervals overlap, we assume S to
be a single busy interval [t = 0, t ′) with the corresponding
usable interval [t = 0, t ′′ ≤maxJ j∈J {d j}). Then we have
P∗[0, t ′′)
P[0, t ′)(S,J )
≤ m · t
′′+P[0, t ′)(S,J )
P[0, t ′)(S,J )
≤ m · t
′′
P[0, t ′)(S,J )
+ 1
Eq.(23)
≤ m ·P[0, t
′)(S,J ) · (1+εε ) 1m
P[0, t ′)(S,J )
+ 1
≤ m ·
(
1+ ε
ε
) 1
m
+ 1.
⊓⊔
The expression m · ( 1+εε ) 1m + 1 has its minimal value e ·
ln 1+εε + 1 for m = ln
1+ε
ε . Since it decreases for 1 ≤ m ≤
ln 1+εε and increases for m ≥ ln 1+εε , we may obtain a bet-
ter competitive ratio by partitioning the system in groups of
approximately ln 1+εε machines. In particular, this approach
yields the following result.
Corollary 1 For ln 1+εε being an integer and m= i · ln 1+εε ,
i ∈ N, the Pm|ε,online|∑ p j · (1−U j) problem admits a de-
terministic online algorithm with competitive ratio at most
e · ln
(
1+ ε
ε
)
+ 1.
Proof We partition the machines into sets of machines with
size ln 1+εε . For each set of machines, we run Algorithm 3
and obtain a competitive ratio of at most e · ln 1+εε + 1 for
the set of jobs allocated to these machines. We consider any
job not allocated to these machines on the next set of ma-
chines and repeat the procedure. Hence the competitive ratio
of Theorem 4 with m= ln 1+εε carries over.
For m = 1, Theorem 4 produces the competitive ratio
of the single machine case although Algorithm 3 does not
greedily accept every job that we can schedule: in particular,
it rejects jobs with a deadline below the threshold deadline
even if their small processing time allows a valid schedule.
This rejection has no influence on the competitive ratio.
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For m > 1 and 1+εε ≤ e⇔ ε > 0.58, greedy acceptance
has a better competitive ratio than Algorithm 3 while the
competitive ratio of Algorithm 3 is clearly better for smaller
values of ε and m> 1.
We also briefly point out how to use our deterministic
algorithm for parallel machines to obtain a randomized al-
gorithm for small values of ε .
Corollary 2 The 1|ε,online|∑ p j · (1−U j) problem admits
a randomized online algorithm against an oblivious adver-
sary with competitive ratio at most
min
m∈{⌊ln( 1+εε )⌋,⌈ln( 1+εε )⌉}
{
m2 ·
(
1+ ε
ε
) 1
m
+m
}
if ε > 0 is sufficiently small.
Proof We simulate our deterministic Algorithm 3 with m ∈{⌊
ln
(
1+ε
ε
)⌋
,
⌈
ln
(
1+ε
ε
)⌉}
machines. Denote by ALGm and
OPTm the obtained utilization and the optimal utilization on
these machines, respectively. Then we have
m ·
(
1+ ε
ε
) 1
m
+ 1≥ OPTm
ALGm
≥ OPT
ALGm
.
We now choose one of the simulated machines uniformly at
random which, on expectation, has exactly an 1/m fraction
of the utilization of the simulated schedule, that is E[ALG] =
1
m
ALGm resulting in m
2 · (1+εε ) 1m +m≥ OPTE[ALG] . ⊓⊔
For ln
(
1+ε
ε
)
being integral, we obtain the competitive ratio
ln
(
1+ε
ε
) · (ln( 1+εε ) · e+ 1).
We note that a similar technique cannot be applied in
the preemptive case, as we cannot independently treat the
machines.
Lower Bounds
For the Pm|ε,online|∑ p j ·(1−U j) problem, no lower bound
of the competitive ratio is known. In comparison to the sin-
gle machine problems, it is more difficult to determine a
lower bound for the non-preemptive problem than for the
preemptive problem since any non-preemptive scheduling
algorithm faces restrictions in the machine space that are
not present in the preemptive problem. Looking back at the
lower bound instance in the preemptive case, we realize that
the generated schedules are non-preemptive. Therefore, we
can use this approach to determine a lower bound although
the common submission time in this approach prevents us
from achieving the increase of the lower bound in the proof
of Goldwasser [13] over the lower bound for the single ma-
chine preemptive problem. Hence, we cannot expect to ob-
tain a tight lower bound with this approach. Moreover, the
optimal schedule in the proof of Theorem 3 uses ⌊m ·(1+ε)⌋
jobs of a given length and tight slack to cover the interval
[0, p j · (1+ε)) as well as possible. For ε < 1, we can sched-
ule only m of these jobs without applying preemption.
Therefore, we use a slightly modified approach for small
ε . The adversary first submits a single job J1 with r1 = 0,
p1 = 1, and a sufficiently large deadline. An online algo-
rithm must accept this job to prevent an infinite competitive
ratio. We assume starting time t of J1. Then the adversary
submitsm−1 different groups of up to m identical jobs with
submission time t and a tight slack such that we must accept
one job of each group to prevent the target competitive ra-
tio or an even larger competitive ratio. The adversary selects
the job parameters such that each job must execute on a sep-
arate machine. After we have accepted one job of a group,
the adversary continues with the submission of a job of the
next group. Finally the adversary submits m jobs with sub-
mission time t and processing time 1ε − δ for an arbitrary
small δ > 0. As in the approach of Theorem 3, we are not
able to schedule any job of the final group.
Theorem 5 For the Pm|ε,online|∑ p j ·(1−U j) problemwith
ε < 1, any deterministic online algorithm is at least strictly
c-competitive with
c
m
=
(
m
(c− 1) · ε
) 1
m−1
− 1.
Proof For ε < 1, we cannot allocate any two jobs J j and
Jk to the same machine if both jobs have a tight slack, r j =
rk = t and 1≤ p j, pk < 1ε . Since job J1 starts at time t, we can
include it into this group of jobs, that is, we cannot allocate
any other job of this group to the same machine as job J1.
Assume that we want to test whether a competitive ratio
c is a strict lower bound. Then we must show that there is a
set of increasing processing times p1 = 1< p2 < .. . < pm <
pm+1 <
1
ε such that we have
1+m · p j ≥ c ·
j−1
∑
i=1
pi with 1< j ≤ m+ 1. (24)
Eq. (24) assumes that we have accepted exactly one job from
block 1 to block j− 1 but no job from block j. As already
mentioned, we can only schedule the accepted jobs using
exactly j− 1 machines. In the optimal schedule, we exe-
cute job J1 such that it either completes before t or starts at
t+ 1ε while we allocate m jobs with processing time p j to
a separate machine each starting at time t. Since the right
hand side of Eq. (24) is increasing with increasing j, there
is no benefit in considering a processing time p j that is not
larger than processing time p j−1. Otherwise we can reduce
the processing time p j−1 and obtain an larger value c.
To minimize c, we assume a value p2 with 1 < p2 <
1
ε and pm+1 =
1
ε . We justify the second assumption by the
fact that the difference between pm+1 and
1
ε is arbitrarily
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small. We transform Eq. (24) into a set of equations and then
subtract the equation for p j−1 from the equation for p j:
p2 =
c− 1
m
p j = p j−1 ·
( c
m
+ 1
)
for 2< j ≤ m+ 1
pm+1 =
1
ε
Then we must solve the equation c
m
=
(
m
(c−1)·ε
) 1
m−1 −1. The
condition p2 =
c−1
m
is necessary to obtain the largest value
for c and guarantee the validity of Eq. (24) for j = 2. ⊓⊔
For large values of m, we obtain approximately c
m
=
(
1
ε
) 1
m .
For m = 1, the lower bound of Theorem 5 becomes 1+
1
ε , that is the lower bound of the corresponding preemptive
problem. Theorems 4 and 5 show that there is a gap between
the lower bound of the competitive ratio and the competitive
ratio of Algorithm 3. Therefore, the lower bound of Theo-
rem 5 is not the best possible lower bound for this problem.
Deriving a better lower bound that is applicable to all values
of m remains a challenging open problem.
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